First things first – this article is meant to be fairly lighthearted
and none of this should be construed as financial advice.
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I recently spoke on a panel at the C5 ACI Conference in
Miami titled “Crypto Asset Fraud as an Existential Threat”.
Whilst much of the discussion was about frauds involving
crypto and digital assets, and how we investigate them,
both looking at it from a practical level but also what are the
legal remedies available for repatriation of the stolen crypto,
I was keen to try and dispel the common rhetoric that
Crypto is “a ponzi” or solely “used by bad actors to facilitate
money laundering”. I think this is a lazy and uneducated
narrative that many clasp on to because someone else has
said it or push without fully exploring or understanding the
industry. However, this isn’t the purpose of this article;
during the panel, I, perhaps somewhat flippantly, made the
comment that the majority of my salary each month gets
converted into crypto. This was met with gasps and a
number of dumbfounded questions from people, all of
which are senior professionals in their industry, asking,
quite bemused, why and am I crazy? As the conference
went on, other panelists were asked to comment on what
they perceived as a high risk strategy to convert and invest
salary in crypto.
Since returning from the conference, likewise, I have
received some nice messages about the panel and the
topics that we covered. However, my comments had
caused quite the stir.
I thought I would set out some reasoning for my remarks
as, from my perspective, whilst the comment should be
taken with a 'pinch of salt', I have absolute clarity on what
I'm doing; both in terms of the risk associated but also why I
am doing it. I don’t take my entire salary and put it into
crypto – sadly, my children’s schools, the supermarket and
other utilities don’t accept crypto.
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Yet. I pay using cheque like the majority of the BVI (sad but true).
What I meant was that, the majority, if not all, of my disposable
income, after allowing for living expenses, is invested in crypto. What
I'm also not saying is that I'm investing it all in Bitcoin or NFTs. Some
yes but like all investments, you pick a strategy that fits your own risk
profile, time horizon and appetite.
I think the common misconception is that when people think of
'Crypto' they think Bitcoin or, perhaps unfortunately, they think of
Elon Musk and DogeCoin. The crypto industry and digital asset
space is far bigger than that with a plethora of opportunities for
active and passive investment strategies. Let’s look at this more
closely with an example.
I'm paid in US Dollars. If I receive those US Dollars and pay any
disposable income into my bank, say $100, my bank pays me no
interest on my money but levies me account charges and
government fees each month. Meaning that each year, I'm losing
money for being a customer with that bank. If I then want to transfer
it out, I'm also charged for that privilege too. Not very attractive!
Equally, the US Federal Reserve continues to print money which is
surely an unsustainable strategy and affects, amongst many other
things, inflation rates and foreign exchange rates that can devalue
my local bank invested US Dollars significantly.
As an alternative to putting my $100 in the bank, I can look at other
investment means; like the stock market. The stock market provides
the ability to protect your wealth from inflation and often its returns
outpace the rate of inflation. Investing in stocks have, traditionally,
been a good way to hedge against inflation. But investing in stocks
isn’t absolved of risk – it takes time and research of what is worth
investing in. You could have invested in Facebook (now Meta) in
2012 when it had a market cap of $90 billion and a share price of
$38.23. Today, you would be sitting on lots of profit however, it was
a risk then! If you would have invested in January 2022, the same
stock dropped by 26% in one day. A volatility normally associated
with “risky” cryptocurrencies and digital assets. Not regulated
publicly listed companies. The stock market is also vulnerable to its
share of volatility and responds to a number of economic drivers.
The below illustrates that one of the market leading stocks has
dropped 50% in 6 months.

A more conservative approach could of course be an S&P ETF
which returned 28.71% during 2021. A good return on my $100
but still not absolved completely of risk. 2022 has started fairly
bumpily with the S&P 500 posting a negative return of 5.26% in
January 2022. The worst since the start of the pandemic and
increased inflation fears and other economic knock on effects
have been felt (such as Chinese real estate).
In comparison, 2021 saw the crypto markets boom and mature,
with different sectors flourishing. While bitcoin “only” managed to
return 59.8% last year, the crypto sector's total market
capitalization (Market Cap) grew by 187.5%. Over the year,
those that had invested in cryptocurrencies like Solana or Terra
Luna grew 11,000% and 12,000%, respectively. These aren’t
whimsical projects; both have a combined market cap of $50 bn
and are at least comparable to your 2012 Facebook investment.
Of course, you could invest in a number of the crypto projects,
strap in for the ride and hope that the continued growth and
escalation continues. Equally comparing crypto investing in 2021
to putting your money in the bank or in the stock market is
slightly unfair. 2021 was a significant year for crypto adoption.

Decentralised Finance
However, when I made my self-proclaimed flippant comment at
the conference, what I was alluding to most was the foundation
of what crypto is continually being built on for the future. This is
decentralised finance (DeFi). DeFireally took off during the
summer of 2020. Some of the key attractions of DeFi for many
are:
Cheap - It eliminates the fees that banks and other financial
companies charge for using their services.
Self sovereign - You hold your money in a secure digital
wallet instead of keeping it in a bank.
Permissionless - Anyone with an internet connection can
use it without needing approval.
Censorship resistant - No one can block your transactions.
Rapid - You can transfer funds in seconds and minutes.
So, let’s say I take my $100 and invest it into a Stablecoin[1]. I
can ‘stake’ those stablecoins with the algorithmic protocol
provider and depending on the coin, be rewarded with interest
on the staked asset of anywhere between 8.91% Tether (US$83
bn market cap), USDC 7.62% (US$53 bn market cap) to UST
which is 20.63% (US$14.7 bn). Of course DeFi has inherent
risks but you can mitigate them by taking out insurance in the
event the peg shifts or the smart contract is exploited. The
premiums can be upwards of 2.5%.
Any of those returns with insurance is significantly greater than
most centralised financial institutions.
[1] Stablecoins are pegged to non-crypto assets such that their value is essentially the same as that
asset. Thus, a stablecoin pegged to fiat currency like the dollar will normally have a value equivalent to
the currency. Tether is a US$ stablecoin and due to a complex algorithm, it is able to stay typically within
1 cent of a US$ at all times.
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Liquidity Pools
Alternatively, there are liquidity pools[1]. Liquidity pools form the
backbone of decentralised exchanges (DEX) by applying the
automated market maker (AMM) system. The AMM is a system
where investors, or in this case “liquidity providers” (LPs), add equal
values of stablecoins and a cryptocurrency—for example,
ETH/USDC—into the pool. This way, people can trade one
stablecoin for another by exchanging the same value of Ethereum
for USDC.

But in the case of a truly decentralised protocol operating solely
on smart contracts, there may not be an identifiable “person”
who is clearly providing the financial services. Also, the legal
relationship between the parties is not always clear. Have
individuals entered into direct contractual relationships with each
other, and should they be regarded as providing services? If so,
how does the regulatory framework have jurisdiction over
anonymous investors acting through a DeFi platform, and how
will regulators enforce any restrictions?

In exchange for adding tokens into the pool, LPs receive interest in
the form of trading fees from the trades people make within the pool.
This is also known as liquidity mining. On the Uniswap platform,
there’s a fixed transaction fee of 0.3%. Over time, LPs can earn
anywhere between 2% and 50% annually through trading that
occurs in liquidity pools using the LPs’ assets. Some LPs switch
between numerous liquidity pools to boost their earnings. This is
known as yield farming - where yield is the interest and commission
that traders pay and which LPs earn from staking crypto assets.

DeFi is an emerging and rapidly evolving space, with unique
challenges when it comes to regulatory compliance. Despite
difficulties, a certain regulatory framework is necessary to
protect consumers, safeguard assets and set minimum entry
standards for participants. There is no doubt that there will be a
long regulatory road ahead.

Some of these Liquidity Pools, such as Curve, has $18bn in deposits
and daily volume of $333 million; likewise, AAVE has $20bn
deposited with its liquidity pools. The value of Curve ($CRV tokens),
which themselves can be staked, have ranged from $1 to over $6 in
the past 12 months. Meaning that not only can you make a return on
staked assets but you can increase the value of the capital
committed in the right circumstances. However, it is equally
important to note that $CRV is not a stablecoin, it is not pegged to
the US Dollar and can as easily decrease in value as it can increase.
Whilst $CRV went from $1 to $6 historically, during this current
cycle, its value has also dropped from $6 to its current price of
$1.95.

Regulatory Challenges
With DeFi, there are of course significant regulatory challenges. The
regulatory frameworks for financial services were not developed with
DeFi in mind. While some regulatory frameworks are now being
amended to apply to digital assets, the focus so far has been on
defining the digital asset as a tradable investment product and
verifying those who deal in them — but not what the network does or
how it operates.
In the context of traditional finance, there is usually an entity and/or
individuals providing the service. That intermediary is legally capable
of assuming and complying with legal and regulatory requirements.
Licensing regimes are built around licensing such entities and/or
individuals.

[2] a pool of tokens that are locked in a smart contract, which is a self-executing program based on the
agreements between the buyer and seller. The pool enables cryptocurrency trading from one asset to another
by providing users with liquidity for which a fee is earned. For example, if you hold Ethereum and Tether, you
can pool those two assets to be used and reused by others when there is no market otherwise. If a holder of
Ethereum wanted to trade for Tether but had no one to trade with, they would use your pooled Tether (pooled
with the Ethereum and Tether of many other liquidity providers) to execute their trade at a cost to them meaning
your same assets can be used repeatedly to continuously earn you commissions.

Despite the challenges and the regulatory uncertainty, there are
positive developments coming out of the US with President
Biden last week signing an Executive Order ensuring
responsible development of digital assets. A copy of the order
can be found HERE.

Conclusion
In the last year, we have seen the growing infrastructure in
crypto which has matured and developed significantly resulting
in many crypto prices now being dictated by the value and
functionality of their protocol and applications rather than their
correlation to bitcoin. Bitcoin is of course the first, the most well
established, the flag bearer and the one everyone has heard of
but the land is vast and so are the opportunities within in it.
Point being, if I have $100 a month disposable income, I'm
adding it to DeFi through a stable coin. Of course it comes with
risk but it is less risky that other digital assets due to lack of
volatility, I am the custodian of it, I can insure it, and the upside
is significantly greater.
Fundamentally, and of course I could end up being completely
wrong, but I have a strong conviction in the digital asset space
and for my $100, I see crypto as a better return for my
investment, at this time, than putting it in my bank account to
earn 0.05%. If I am lucky.

